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Abstract. The recognition of facial expressions has an important role in
the communication and interaction between human beings. Researches
attest that it is possible to exercise the recognition skills and production
of facial expressions with the aid of computational support tools. This
article presents Trimemória, a game whose objective to produce a ther-
apeutic playful environment for children with difficulty in recognizing
facial expressions. Trimemória seeks to apply classic dynamics of mem-
ory games with sensors, in an attempt to increase the integration of the
real world with the virtual interactions provided by the game.
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1 Introduction

The recognition of facial expressions is an intrinsic ability of human beings [4],
representing a important role in the communication and interaction between
humans. However, some children can show some difficulties at the task of facial
expressions recognition [1], such as Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) carriers.

The ASD is classified in the group of neurodevelopmental disorders [7], which
result in significant losses in the communication, the interpersonal relationships,
the imaginative ability and movement [8]. The ASD does not have cure, but
psychological approaches can be useful for the improvement of behavior of indi-
vidual ASD carrier, given a life improvement and not allowing a worse condition
[9].

Searches attest that it is possible to exercise the recognition abilities and
production of facial expressions of ASD carriers, through the support of visual
computing tools capable of reinforce the connection between mental state and
facial expression [5, 11, 3]. In this sense, this article presents the development
of a therapeutic support game for children, in special who carries ASD, called
Trimemória. It is a game that extends the popular memory game with facial el-
ements for expression recognition, together with Radio Frequency IDentification
(RFID) resources to produce a real and virtual playful therapeutic ambient for
the child audience.
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2 Related Work

The RFID technology is used in the automated identification of people and
objects. It is a sensor which extends the integration between real and virtual
world in the smart environment [2]. As a result, RFID allows computer programs
or cell phones to track changes in the physical world and reflect them in the
virtual world [2].

Some developed initiatives has been applied with the use of RFID technology
to the support of educational activities for children with ASD. As an example,
in the United Kingdom (U.K.), teachers use the Pictures Exchange Communica-
tion System (PECS) for communication support with children who carries ASD.
Based in the PECS, Herring et al. [6] developed a virtual teacher for the child
interaction that recognizes images with embedded RFID tags, giving as a result
a certain autonomy to children interact and learn with it.

Another example of RFID as a support tool was created by Sula and Spaho
[10], where cards with RFID tags were used to support assistive education activ-
ities, such as images learning, identify equals object, coo-work, emotional cate-
gories, and lastly math. The main use of RFID in this system was performed by
parents that can index some objects. When the child takes an indexed card and
goes through the sensor, he will hear the word in the native language with the
proposal to repeat it [10].

3 Methodology

Trimemória uses distinct memory cards with at least three images of the same
creature with different facial expressions to be find by the player (Fig. 1). The
idea is to allow distinct expressions identification in the same creature, expand-
ing intervention possibilities during therapeutic sessions. To associate a virtual
environment to the game, each Trimemória card has a built-in RFID tag that
will be read by a integrated RFID service. The idea is to detect which creature
the child found and generate an associated stimulus for it.

For each detected RFID tag, an information is sent to a MQTT broker that
transfers the detection to connected clients. The action of sending the RFID tag
is done by an RFID service supported by an RFID device, and each connected
client represents an application that generates a virtual stimulus to the player
for each received information.

Another point is the RFID service assembly with a low cost and open hard-
ware micro-controller able to read RFID sensors. For this, a NodeMCU Lolin 1.0
was used to: collect the data of an RFID sensor; manage the connection with the
WiFi service; manage the connection with the provided broker; and send RFID
tags detected by the protocol MQTT’s topic.
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Fig. 1. Some designed creatures with respective emotions for the Trimemória game.

The connection between NodeMCU and the RFID sensor is performed by
a communication SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface). The information is trans-
mitted via pins D4, D5, D6 and D7, which represents the Reset (RST), Serial
Clock (SCK), Master input Slave Output (MIS0) and Master Output Slave Input
(MOSI), respectively (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Prototyping the RFID service for the Trimemória game.
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The MQTT server/broker is responsible for managing the messages of the
topics, which contains the IDs of the detected RFID tags by the connected RFID
service. After receiving a message, the MQTT server sends the message to all
clients connected with the topic, in this case the outPut topic of the Trimemória
game.

Fig. 3. RFID, MQTT and HTML services for the Trimemória game.

A TCP server was also developed to be activated when the RFID service
turns on. It is responsible to collect available WiFi information from an external
dispositive (smartphone for example) that will be used by the RFID service
to connect with the MQTT broker. After the confirmation that the internet
information is available to be used, the RFID service turns off the TCP server
and connects itself with the chosen WiFi, and consequently with the respective
active MQTT broker (Fig. 3).

A HTML server was also created to act as a client to the MQTT broker
(Fig. 3). It was development through available JavaScript frameworks able to:
interpret the developed MQTT client code (Node.js); manage the information
from HTTP requisitions and provide an API REST (CORS and Express.js);
perform the connection with the MQTT broker(MQTT.js); and create dynamic
views for the game (Vue.js). As a result, when the MQTT broker sends a new
information to the MQTT client to API REST, this information will appear in
a connect client interface managed by Vue.js.
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4 Results and Discussion

For the initial RFID service prototype (Fig. 4), that was built using a low cost
open hardware (U$ 4.23 as total cost), it is able to execute two main processes
for the game operation. The first is responsible to establish a communication
to receive the necessary settings to control the communication with the MQTT
broker. The second is responsible to control the communication with the MQTT
broker, by sending detected tag IDs from the RFID device. In both, the game
presented a good server performance and a fast device response, without com-
promise the game play as a whole.

Fig. 4. RFID service prototype, game cards with RFID tags, and an HTML client
example.

For the game cards with associated tag IDs, they will be detected by the
RFID device when the player selects one. The RFID service sends a message via
MQTT broker to the HTML server, that is received by the HTML client due to
a continuous verification of the HTML server status (Fig. 3). As a final result,
for each received tag ID by the MQTT broker, the associated images and sounds
of the detected emotion is displayed to the player (Fig. 4).

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presented Trimemória, a game that creates a mixed reality in a
memory game, which can be used in health therapies to assist the patient in
the recognition of facial expressions. For that, RFID, MQTT and HTML ser-
vices were developed to provide: hardware devices, for player interaction on a
physical level; software services, for the card detection together with internet
communication; and client apps, able to present multimedia content associated
with detected facial expression.

Regarding the use of open hardware, this paper confirms that its use is viable
for the creation of an initial low-cost prototype of the proposed game, despite
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the different types of developed and configured services for its proper function-
ing. As an example, the creation of an extra TCP application to establish the
communication between the RFID service and the MQTT broker shows that it
is necessary to automate and simplify the activation and the synchronization
process of the proposed hardware/software resources for the game.

As future work, it is intended to create an approach for the direct com-
munication between RFID and the virtual game interface, eliminating the use
of different services applied in the developed prototype. Other game dynam-
ics, such as the competitors identification in a match and the return of game
awards points, will be develop in the future. To finish, the application of the
game in therapies with ASD carriers, along with the assessment of gains and
losses obtained with its use, will also be carried out in a near future.
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